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NEED TO KNOW
Standout campaigns
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38

We showcase the best campaigns of the quarter and explore
trends, including brands mixing sampling with experiences,
smarter interruptions and video that brings people together.

18

CANNES DECONSTRUCTED
Feature

CULTURAL GUIDE
Special report

40

DEEP, MEANINGFUL
CONVERSATIONS
Feature
Equipping AI assistants with emotional intelligence
promises to provide superhuman customer service,
writes Kate Hollowood.

AIRBNB
Brand spotlight

51

SMALL BUT PERFECTLY FORMED
Startups and startup culture

76

MORAL SUPPORT
Interview / Stephen Cave
The philosopher and executive director of the Leverhulme
Centre for the Future of Intelligence explains what businesses
must do to implement AI in a trustworthy and effective way.

92

AN OS FOR FASHION
Disruptor / Farfetch

80

A DESIGN FOR LIFE
Interview / Erik Brynjolfsson
and Andrew McAfee
Emily Hare speaks to the MIT professors on why businesses
should discard traditional decision-making processes, embrace
agile leadership and use entrepreneurial skills to unlock value.

84

WILDFIRE
Early signals from the future
This quarter we explore how dinner time is being improved
by automated cooking gadgets and the alternative,
sustainable fuels that might one day save the world.

THE NEW KINGS OF CONTENT
Feature
Sophia Epstein speaks to four of the most successful new
online publishers to find out how they develop, distribute
and monetise the content filling up the Facebook Feeds of
the world’s youth.

98

In an industry notorious for its reluctance to embrace digital,
Farfetch is becoming the connective tissue between online
and offline luxury retail. By Kristina Dimitrova.

The disruptors, the game-changers, the finders of new markets
and the upstart startups. This quarter we look at firms founded
on trust and transparency, including Aspiration, a mobile
bank that lets consumers see the impact of their purchases,
and people.io, which gives users control over their data.

62

SOUTHWEST AIRLINES
Brand spotlight
Southwest Airlines democratised air travel with its low fares
and customer service, but as the industry evolved, it faced new
challenges. James Swift explains how Southwest drew on its
unique culture to redefine itself against a new competitive set.

Airbnb is setting out to reach a wider audience by embracing
experiences in its quest to become a community-powered
super brand, writes Emily Hare.

In the battle for attention today, connecting to culture is key
for cutting through. Georgia Malden sets out a framework for
evaluating the different dynamics of culture and analyses the
most relevant roles that brands can play.

34

66

Fragmentation of media has made attribution a baffling
task. But now Google and Snapchat are applying machine
learning and location tracking to the problem. James Swift
asks if they can shine a cleansing light on digital metrics.

Contagious analyses the key themes of the annual festival
of creativity and assesses what’s occupying the industry’s
collective consciousness.

28

A GOOD SIGN
Opinion

PROPOSING CHANGE
Did it sell?
How beauty brand SK-II overhauled a demeaning ‘marriage
market’ in China last year to make a statement about the
pressures single women face as they get older, and gained
a 50% sales uplift through its emotional message.
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The brands, companies and agencies showcased
in this issue of Contagious.
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